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MADRAS RACES 2022-2023 
THIRTIETH DAY, SATURDAY, 18th FEBRUARY,2023 

RACING INCIDENTS 
(187-192) 

 
TRACK CONDITION:   GOOD GOING 

PENETROMETER READING:  3.0 CMS 

RAILING POSITION:   RAILINGS PLACED AT AN AVERAGE WIDTH OF 6 METRES FROM 

1200 METRES TILL THE WINNING POST FROM ITS ORIGINAL POSITION 

 

1st Race: 187. The Police Trophy - (About) 1000 metres. Horses rated 00 to 25, 5 years old and 
over (Whips not allowed) (10 Runners). 

Permission was granted to Trainer Ajith Kumar V to deputise on behalf of Trainer Saddam Iqbal 
for RAJPUTANA (G Manikandan) at both trainer's risk and liability. 

ANTIGUA (Dharshan Antony) was permitted to be withdrawn on veterinary grounds as the mare was 
suffering from acute respiratory infection with mucopurulant discharge from both the nostrils. 
Trainer M. M. Uthaiah was informed to get his charge certified fit by the Club's Veterinary Officer 
before next accepting with her. 

BEAUREGARD (A M Alam) was hanging in severely throughout the race, despite Jockey's efforts 
causing interference to ROMANTIC BAY (Inayat ) passing the 900 metres. The Club's Veterinary 
Officer when asked to examine the mare reported after the race that there were no abnormalities. 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner REGAL KID (Koshi Kumar).  

 

2nd Race: 188. The Air Force Trophy - (About) 1200 metres. Horses rated 20 to 45 (9 Runners). 

Permission was granted to Trainer K. S. Mandanna to declare Jockey Sah Farid Ansari, to ride 
SANGAVAI in place of Jockey Dharshan Antony who was indisposed and could not fulfill his riding 
engagements for the day 

PRINCE PURPLE (P.Sai Kumar) was slow to start losing about 2 lengths.. 

PROTEA (Shrikant Kamble) jumped awkwardly and veered in sharply at the start. Advised gate 
practice. 

Jockey Sah Farid Ansari, the rider of SANGAVAI was fined a sum of Rs.3000/- for allowing his mount 
to shift out entering the straight bumping and forcing out PROTEA (Shrikant Kamble) who was forced 
out bumping and forcing out PAPPA RICH (Koshi Kumar) wide out. 

Trainer J.Sebastian was fined a sum of Rs.5000/-with respect to his charge ,THE STING (A M Alam), 
whereby he sported the wrong equipment on his charge ie. Apple Bit instead of Apple Basket Bit.   
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The Club's Veterinary Officer when asked to examine SANGAVAI (Sah Farid Ansari) and PRINCE 
PURPLE (P.Sai Kumar) reported after the race that no abnormalities were found . 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner FULL OF SURPRISE (Mukesh Kumar (hyd)).  

 

3rd Race: 189. The Army Trophy - (About) 1400 metres. Horses rated 40 to 65 (10 Runners). 

Permission was granted to Trainer G.S.Parmar to deputise on behalf of Trainer Adhiraj Singh 
Jodha for LADY CADET (Shrikant Kamble) SABATINI (Dharshan Antony) and ATTENBOROUGH 
(Dashrath Singh) at both trainer's risk and liabilty. 

Permission was granted to Trainer G.S.Parmar to declare Jockey Koshi Kumar, to ride SABATINI in 
place of Jockey Dharshan Antony who was indisposed. 

PRICELESS BEAUTY (S.A.Amit) jumped inwards and veered in causing interference to 
ATTENBOROUGH( Dasrath Singh). 

At the behest of the Stipendiary Stewards there was a Stewards Enquiry into the running of this race, 
pertaining to the riding of Jockey L.Alex Rozario, the rider of DUN  IT  AGAIN. After viewing the cctv 
replay several times the Stewards came to a conclusion that Jockey L.Alex Rozario, was in breach 
of  the Rules of Racing of the Madras Race Club and resolved to  fine him a sum of Rs.10,000/- and 
suspend his jockey's licence, if  he applies for the same, from 1st April 2023 to 15th April 2023 ( both 
days inclusive) for dangerous riding under rule 161(i) on his mount DUN  IT  AGAIN  wherein: 

(i) Firstly for shifting in, tightening and causing a check to LADY CADET (Shrikant Kamble) 
passing the 950 metres. 

(ii) secondly, for shifting in sharply entering the straight at about the 450 metres, causing a severe 
check to AUGUSTA (S.Saqlain) who dropped back by 2 to 3 lengths. 

(iii) Thereafter again for continuing to shift in causing interference to LADY CADET (Shrikant 
Kamble) and ROYAL MONARCH (Sah Farid Ansari) till passing the 350 metres. 

The Club's Veterinary Officer reported after the race that LADY CADET (Shrikant Kamble) was 
observed to have pulled up lame on left fore limb. Trainer Adhiraj Singh Jodha was informed to get 
his charge certified fit by the Club's Veterinary Officer before next accepting with her. 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner DUN  IT  AGAIN (L.Alex Rozario). 

 

4th Race: 190. The O.T.A Trophy - (About) 1800 metres. Horses rated 20 to 45 (7 Runners). 

ARETHA (Inayat ) was permitted to be withdrawn on veterinary grounds as the mare was suffering 
from acute guttural pouch infection. Trainer Dr.Anil Kumar was informed to get his charge certified 
fit by the Club's Veterinary Officer before next accepting with her. 

The Club's Veterinary Officer reported after the race that SHEER ELEGANCE (S.A.Amit) had suffered 
from exhaustion after the race.  

The Club's Veterinary Officer reported after the race that no abnormalities were found on BABU 
VAMSEE (Gaurav Singh). Compulsory sample was taken for analysis from BABU VAMSEE (Gaurav 
Singh).     

Trainer J.Sebastian was fined Rs.2000/- with respect to his charge ROYAL FALCON (A M Alam),for 
declaring both fore Aluminium shoes but presenting her with All four Aluminium shoes to the 
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Veterinary Officer before the race. Subsequently both the hind shoes were removed before the filly 
was brought to the paddock before the race. 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner TURF BEAUTY (Sah Farid Ansari).  

 

5th Race: 191. The Nani Agro Million - (About) 1200 metres. For Maiden Horses 3 Years old only 
(7 Runners). 

WESTERN GIRL (Shrikant Kamble) was permitted to be withdrawn on veterinary grounds as she had 
sustained injury on Right fore cannon. Trainer P.Krishna was informed to get his charge certified fit 
by the Club's Veterinary Officer before next accepting with her. 

SOFT WHISPER (S.Saqlain)  jumped awkwardly outward and threw its head and went 
across PERFECT BLEND (Yash Narredu). 

BROTHERHOOD (P.Sai Kumar) drifted out gradually on the outer rails entering the straight. The 
Club's Veterinary Officer when asked to examine the gelding reported after the race that he was found 
to have chronic bit sore on Right commissure of the mouth. The Club's Veterinary Officer reported 
after the race that SOFT WHISPER (S.Saqlain) was found to have Caps(Erupted primary teeth) of 
First lower premolar. 

Compulsory sample was taken for analysis from GAJABO GRANDE (Gaurav Singh). 

The Club's Veterinary Officer reported after the race that PERFECT BLEND (Yash Narredu) had 
sustained superficial injury on left fore cannon. 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner PERFECT BLEND (Yash Narredu). 

 

THE 6th Race: 192. The Navy Trophy - (About) 1400 metres. Horses rated 20 to 45, 4 years old 
only (11 Runners). 

Permission was granted to Trainer K.S.Mandanna to declare Jockey C.A.Brisson to ride MR MOZART 
in place of Jockey Dharshan Antony who was indisposed.  

Jockey R Manish, the rider of SOUL MESSAGE was reprimanded for shifting in passing the 1250 
metres causing a slight check to BLACK LABEL (Mukesh Kumar (hyd)). 

MR MOZART (C A Brisson) shifted out negotiating the final bend and thereafter veered out entering 
the straight ended up travelling on the outer rails till passing the post. The Club's Veterinary Officer 
when asked to examine the gelding reported after the race that no abnormalities were found. 
Trainer K. S. Mandanna was informed not to accept with his charge until its performance improved 
to the satisfaction of the Stipendiary Stewards in a mock race on the race track on a race day. 

Jockey Mukesh Kumar (hyd), the rider of BLACK LABEL was fined Rs.2000/- for shifting out entering 
the straight forcing out ZANETA (S.Saqlain) and thereafter again, for shifting out under use of the 
whip forcing out ZANETA (S.Saqlain) till passing the 300 metres. 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner LADY LUCK (S.A.Amit).  
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OVERWEIGHTS AS NOTIFIED BY THE CLERK OF THE SCALES 

4th Race: 190. The O.T.A Trophy - (About) 1800 metres. Horses rated 20 to 45 (7 Runners). 

Jockey Mukesh Kumar (hyd), the rider of GINGERSNAP carried an overweight of 1 kg. 
Jockey Gaurav Singh, the rider of BABU VAMSEE carried an overweight of 2 kgs. 
 
 
STARTING REMARKS AS SUBMITTED BY THE STARTER: 
 
1st Race: 187. The Police Trophy (About) 1000 Metres 
PRICELESS TREASURE (Sah Farid Ansari) and ROMANTIC BAY (Inayat )Jumped awkwardly and 
slowly away. 
BEAUREGARD (A M Alam) Jumped awkwardly. 
 
2nd Race: 188. The Air Force Trophy (About) 1200 Metres 

PROTEA (Shrikant Kamble) Jumped awkwardly. Advised gate practise. 
 
3rd Race: 189. The Army Trophy (About) 1400 Metres 
PRICELESS BEAUTY (S.A.Amit) and LADY CADET (Shrikant Kamble) Jumped awkwardly 
 
4th Race: 190. The O.T.A Trophy (About) 1800 Metres 
KINGS WALK (Yash Narredu) and BABU VAMSEE (Gaurav Singh) Jumped awkwardly. 
 
5th Race: 191. The Nani Agro Million (About) 1200 Metres 
PERFECT BLEND (Yash Narredu) and SOFT WHISPER (S.Saqlain) Jumped awkwardly. 
 
6th Race: 192. The Navy Trophy (About) 1400 Metres 
CAIRO (Indrajeet Kumar)Slowly away. 
SOUL MESSAGE (R Manish) and STAR OF LIBERTY (Sah Farid Ansari) Jumped awkwardly. 
      
 
 

21st February 2023     Sd:-    CHIEF STIPENDIARY STEWARD, 
                       MADRAS RACE CLUB 


